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Directors: Jean François Laguionie and Xavier Picard
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Genre: Animation, adventures, family

Countries of origin: Luxemburg, France
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Ontario Premiere
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SYNOPSIS

Prince Laurent, King of the Laantos, is washed ashore in the unfamiliar land of the Nioukos. Rescued 
by kindly young monkey Tom, he is given shelter by disgraced Professor Victor Abervrach and his 
botanist wife Elisabeth. Laurent is a monkey just like them. He is cultured and intelligent but delights 
in playing the primitive as he is subjected to a full medical and scientific examination by Professor 
Abervrach. The scientist regards him more as an interesting specimen that could prove the key to 
regaining status among the academics who ridiculed his theories of different communities existing on 
the same planet.

As the audacious boy and the aging royal embark on a series of adventures, their capacity for mutual 
respect and understanding begins to erode the borders between their worlds.

REVIEWS

The Prince’s Voyage LFF film review: Delightful monkey business for all the family
With a graceful, delicate animation style and mellow score, this is a compelling, tender and thoughtful 
exploration of xenophobia through a fantasy context.

 — Josh Slater-Williams, Sci-Fi Now

There are certain things you tend to expect from a Jean-François Laguionie film in his later cinematic 
output: a pre-occupation with nature and culture, social class and artistry, a watercolor feel that 
breezes seashore, and a solemn (but not pedantic) narration.

All of the above are evident in his later offering (co-directed with Xavier Picard), The Prince’s 
Voyage (Le voyage du prince), a welcome pastiche of themes reworked but still cinematically potent 
work, told with precision and an overwhelming thirst for utopian artistic freedom.

 — Vassilis Koustallis, Zippy Frames

The film is accessible enough for children, yet substantial enough for adults to enjoy. Written by 
Laguionie and Anik Le Ray, the film is never infantile with its language. The narration has a poetic 
quality at times. 

 — I Heart the Talkies

Armed with a simple, yet compelling, subtly nuanced story of both societal and intergenerational 
tolerance, The Prince’s Voyage (originally, Le voyage du prince) marks a new milestone in 
Laguionie’s five-decade-long career, welcoming the audience into an alternate, steampunk-ish world 
inhabited by ‘simius sapiens’, and providing them with the meticulously composed visuals of soft, 
desaturated colors gracefully complemented by Christophe Héral’s elegant, mellifluous score.

 — NGboo

The Prince’s Voyage is a familiar tale set in a far-away universe. One which uses mystery and intrigue 
to enchant, enthral and instruct.

 — Rob Aldam, Backseat Mafia

The visuals look fantastic on the big screen, taking the tale to a whole other level. And when The 
Prince and Tom finally leave the city for the jungle, what the directors achieve with that latter 
environment is equally visionary.
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While there’s nothing here that’s unsuitable for children, this 2D animated slice of French fantastique 
is a clever fantasy that never insults an adult’s intelligence. 

 — Jeremy Clarke, DMovies.org

Ultimately, The Prince’s Voyage is a series of adventures that promotes friendship between the 
generations, the need for tolerance of others and the desire to acknowledge what binds monkeys 
(and people) together rather than what tears them apart. A final story element in which the Prince and 
Tom discover a treetop community of monkeys feels as if it could have been developed further. It 
does mean that The Prince’s Voyage is one animated feature that leaves the viewer wanting more.

 — Allan Hunte, Screen Daily

DETAILS

LANGUAGE
The language spoken by the monkeys is elegant and somewhat old-fashioned. The Prince is 
the narrator of the story: he expresses his ideas with distinction and sarcasm. His definition of 
a philosopher is at once ironical and challenging: a person who wants nothing but thinks about 
everything (une personne qui ne veut rien mais pense à tout).

He calls Nelly maraude [rascal], an outdated word for thief, that he uses in a kind way though.

His expletives, parbleu, sacrebleu, ventrebleu translated by « Good Lord” or “the dickens” reflect his 
belonging from an old-fashioned kingdom.

Tom, the kind little boy who saves the Prince, thinks that his old friend is “a pain in the neck” (casse-
pieds).

Some words translate the hostility the Prince feels from his hosts. 

S’ils avaient voulu me tuer, ils l’auraient déjà fait – If they had wanted to kill me, they would have done 
it already.

Elisabeth avait des yeux comme des poignards qu’elle m’aurait bien plantés dans le corps - … had 
eyes like daggers that she would have stabbed me with.

The language is poetic at times. When the Prince spends time in the land of Canopy, he tries to 
gather pieces of his soul.

In the conflict between the City and the forest, the forest is personified as rebellious and vengeful.
Fear is represented by a fairground with a scary circus and attractions. 

A few scientific terms are used by the characters: obsolescence programmée (programmed 
obsolescence), Simius Sapiens, ornithologists, nebula, etc.

A word like cheval becomes strange to Tom and his friends as they had never heard nor seen one. 
It underlines the differences in language between the foreign visitor and the Niokous and their social 
evolution.
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The animation highlights another form of language, that of nature, birds and animals. 12-year-old 
Tom chats with birds. Rose and Julius from the Canopy Land tell the prince that the birds are curious 
and talkative.

To defend Tom and himself against some hooligans, the prince uses an animalistic scream that 
paralyzes their attackers.

VIOLENCE 
In his life flashback, the Prince was at the head of an army. Soldiers on foot holding spears charge 
ahead of an enemy we can hardly see. The Prince and other soldiers on horses aggressively run 
towards the enemy. They are all on ice that disintegrates, which causes the survival struggle of the 
army. The scene is brief and non-graphic. The Prince tries to hold on to the pieces of ice. The next 
picture is the prince lying ashore. Again, the scene is brief.

On their way back from the fear fairground, the prince and Tom are threatened by a gang of 
hooligans who circle them. The prince grabs a stick and defends Tom and himself well against their 
attackers also armed with sticks. Tom remembered to tell the prince to utter the paralyzing scream 
that succeeds in neutralizing the masked assailants. The Prince and Tom are seen peacefully 
sleeping back at the Museum where they live.

NUDITY
None

SEXUAL ACTIVITY 
None 

PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT/ MESSAGES
The Prince’s Voyage is a fable that introduces a foreigner (here a prince from a faraway country) into 
a monkey society. This foreigner is going to highlight some civilization features in that society that 
looks a lot like our world.

 �  THE EVERLASTING CONFLICT BETWEEN NATURE AND MANKIND
The prince marvels at the beautiful, lit up city built on destroyed forests. The trees still hook their 
branches around the streetlights and around some buildings. Workmen hack into the branches as 
though they are at war with nature and want to beat it up.

Plants are part of Elisabeth’s world of research.

Her work consists in trying to understand the behaviour of plants that invade the City, in order to 
find a way to stop their growth. In the big greenhouse of the Museum, she got stimulating results by 
reducing the plants aggressivity. [rough translation of the press kit]

 � INDUSTRIALIZATION – A SOLUTION THAT TURNS PEOPLE INTO MACHINES
Tom tells the prince about how people live in fear, in a consumer society where things are constantly 
produced, sold, thrown and re-sold. Workers are seen in an assembly-line tirelessly working.

 � THE ACADEMICS EXERT AN UNHEALTHY POWER
In a paradoxical approach, the intellectual scientific elite are stopping progress and pushing people 
into consumerism and industrialization.

Fear is a tool to govern and control them.
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 � BY CONTRAST, THE ECOLOGICAL LAND OF CANOPY
The Canopy residents live peacefully with respect for the nature that feeds them. They know how to 
listen to the birds language and they trust their birds specialists (ornithologists). This is Tom’s native 
country that prepared him to communicate with nature and Canopy animals. He had been adopted 
by Elisabeth who allowed him to take the prince to the Land of Canopy.

 � THE PRINCE, A KIND OF MICHELANGELO
60 years of age, tall and stout. From “an Italian renaissance” type of society where arts, poetry and 
hunting pleasures are more important than anything else, he has a passion for inventions especially 
like flying machines, and for everything connected with astronomy, poetry and natural sciences…

His desire for discovery led him to the catastrophe (his shipwreck in Le Château des singes) but as 
soon as he feels better, this desire comes back and his curiosity for the Nioukos world, that “New 
World” that fascinates him and for which he engaged in his long journey, becomes a priority.
The old monkey marvels at everything like a small child. Wonders that are not wonders for us 
because what he marvels at is very close to our society.

He is also curious about how the Nioukos relate to each other as he has difficulties understanding 
them because they are so focused on an emotion that they only moderately feel: fear! For a time, he 
accepts to be “a savage” but his pride awakens and he rebels against fear, and above all against the 
ignorance and stupidity of the scientific elite of the country.

He is deeply moved by the admiration and friendship of young Tom, he reminds Kom, his young 
friend fallen from the heights of the forest (in Le Château des singes). 

He learns his language and he uses the notebook Tom gave him to write his travel journal which is 
his story foundation. (Rough translation of Press Kit)

And the final word from the co-director of the film:

“I hope that audiences – adults, children, monkeys and other creatures – have fun sharing our 
journey while observing, like holding a mirror, the reflection of our lives today” the second filmmaker 
Xavier Picard writes in his letter of intention.

“Phaedra expressed it in her words: the virtue of a fable is double, it triggers laughter and teaches a 
lesson in wisdom!”(Xavier Picard)
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PHOTOS OF THE FILM

The Prince was a warrior 
before his shipwreck   

Tom discovers the motionless prince on the shore.

The Prince feels better. Nelly, his caregiver, 
pushes his wheelchair as Tom shows the prince 
the City.

Tom communicates with nature, 
the birds and forest animals. He 
becomes the prince’s guide and 
friend.

Tom takes the prince through the City. The 
prince is as curious as a child.
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The prince and Tom are walking 
towards the land of Canopy.

The prince and Tom are in Tom’s native land 
where the prince is going to build his flying 
machine.

Professor Abervrach fails at 
getting his chair back at the 
Academy of Sciences.

The prince flies away in his bird-like machine.


